INDE AZURE MIGRATIONS
MOVING YOUR DATACENTE TO AZURE

SOLUTION OVERVIEW
A move to Azure allows your company to adopt a more flexible and cost-effective way of operating with just
about unlimited scale. Our Azure solution will unlock this flexibility for you by identifying the right Azure
placement be it Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
The Inde Cloud Adoption Framework (ICAF) is a practical approach based on the Microsoft Cloud Adoption
Framework (CAF) that allows you to unlock these benefits from Azure. We use our framework to discover your
requirements, create a safe landing zone and move your workload to Azure, while ensuring your move to Azure
is optimized and secure from the outset.
Inde’s “many specialist teams working as one” mantra means our cloud architects and engineers are backed
by senior networking, application delivery and security resources, making your journey to Azure easy.

Approach
•
•
•
•
•

Discover – scope the environment \ discover Apps \ establish costs
Plan – structure process \ establish governance
Design – establish a safe landing zone in Azure
Execute – migrate your workloads to Azure
Operate – ensure monitoring and data protection

Key benefits of moving to Azure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Flexibility

Near-unlimited scalability
No forklift upgrades

High reliability
Extended support for W2008, SQL2005, and Win 7
Reduced maintenance
Deeper insights and analytics
Evergreen platform

COSTS
Environment assessment and migrations structure
Component

Quantity

Cost

Cloud assessment of environment for Azure migration

From

NZD

$9,500.00

Configuration and governance policy deployment

From

NZD

$3,500.00

Migration of 5 workloads

From

NZD

$7,200.00

WHO IS INDE?
Inde is a New Zealand owned, dynamic, technically lead company. With a unique engagement business model,
Inde technical specialists work directly with customers to ensure a strong, effective relationship between their
customers and our transformative services. Our approach has resulted in our award-winning success, working
alongside many large enterprise customers moving over 25,000 users to the cloud along with multi-million
dollars of annual Azure consumption from IaaS to PaaS, HPC to Storage, to security and integrations.

CLOUD MIGRATION METHODOLOGY
The team at Inde take a practical approach to understanding and guiding your current operating environment
and technical enablers towards cloud adoption. Our cloud adoption framework leads to an Azure instance with
security built from the ground up, and with ongoing governance and operations in mind for getting the cloud
benefits from day one.
We focus on adding value by transforming and enabling your business to a modernize using PaaS, SaaS, or
IaaS with a well thought out transition and Operation model. Our Azure engineers are deeply experienced with
first-hand knowledge and mandated quarterly training and certifications as part of their role.

